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With Drawn Guns

Policemen Repel
Strikers at SFS
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Police with drawn guns and riot
repellent beat off strikers who
tried to get at acting President
S. I. Hayakawa in a wild battle
at San Francisco State College
yest erday.
As six policemen drove some
150 invaders away from the president’s door, one demonstrator
dropped a brief case from which
fell a .45-caliber pistol. Inside
were wires and batteries.
Dr. Hayakawa remained in his
corner office in the Administration Building and called over a
loudspeaker for the campus to be
cleared.
Several hundred police who had
been held in reseirve off the campu.s quickly moved in and dispersed the crowd of more titan
2,000.
The police swung clubs freely at
demonstrators who failed to move
promptly.
PRODUCE WEAPONS
The .45, newsmen at the scene
said, caused police to produce
their WTI weapons, the first time
guns have been displayed during
a month of disorders at the
18,000-student college.
It was suspension of Black Panther George Murray, a part-time
instructor, who urged Blacks to
bring guns to class, which triggered the student strike Nov. 6.
Called by the Black Students
Union, the strike gained support
from the Students for a Democrat Society and the Third World
Liberation Front.
Thursday, leaders of the Black
community also came onto the
campus and demanded that the
college be closed.
The hour-long melee, which resembled an angry cattle drive as
police drove demonstrators off
campus, resulted in at least 26
arrests. Among them were Dr.
Carlton Goorllett, Black publisher
who Wednesday called for cintinued demonstrations, and the
Rev. Jerry Pederson, Lutheran
chaplain at Ecumenical House,
staging center for the demonstration.s.
1HANY ARRESTS
Forty-four persons were arrested
the first three days of this week
when Dr. Hayakawa re-opened the
trotibled campus.
About 2.000 persons were outside the Administration Building
when the invaders retreated. Police
made repeated sweeps of the quadrangle, driving the demonstrators
off campus.
Some of the fleeing demon-

strators loosened the brakes on
three cars and sent them careening down a hill toward the pursuing police.
The runaway machines crashed
into other parked cars.
Traffic on busy 19th Avenue
was halted as students hurled
trash cans into the street.
Police cordoned off three blocks
on both sides of the campus and
detoured Christmas shoppers from
a nearby shopping center. A
colossal traffic jam ’waited.

Miner Clears
ASB PosiVon
Over Funding
ASB President Dick Miner, in
trying to clarify the confusion
over the freezing of funds of the
Athletic Department, issued a
statement last night.
"In light of the court action
which Student Council authorized
me to undertake Wednesday, I
think it is essential at this time
to clarify our position with regard
to the budget of the Athletic Department," Miner said.
"I have conferred with Treasurer Dave Aikman and no action
will be taken to freeze funeLs with
regard to the revokation of the
grants-in-aid of the Black athletes who boycotted the BYU
game for moral reasons until the
courts have rendered their decision in this matter.
"This question has been especially confusing because Student
Council had earlier authorized the
freezing of fun& of departments
or organizations funded by the
ASB whose governing boards or
policy making committees did not
reflect adequate student participation," Miner said.
"In the case of the Athletic Advisory Board, whose current composition includes 13 faculty, administration and community representatives and only four students, the disparity is particularly
critical." he said.
"If important changes are not
forthcoming, Council’s only alternative may ha.ve to be that
of freezing the funds allocated
to all or portions of the Athletic
program until garater student
participation is provided. We are
seeking legal counsel in this and
other pending matters," he said.

Photo by Lance Jobson

"SW1NG-A-THON" Santa (Bill Wlodyka, member of Sigma
Nu) and Swing-A-Thon Queen Vicki Reid, sophomore French
major and member of Chi Omega. hold some of the toys that
have been donated in the Toys for Tots Swing-A-Thon this week.
A toy train with three cars in it has been filled up twice with
toys for Bay Area children so far. The Swing-A-Thon will continue through 10 p.m. tonight with live rock bands a+ the Sigma
Nu House, 148 S. 11th St.

Basketball Players
Sign Season Pact
Members of the SJS basketball
team signed a pact yesterday
which has committed them to play
all games in the 1968-69 season.
Both Black and White players
signed the pact.
Dr. Robert Bronzan, director of
athletics, said, "The Black players
won a clearance from the Black
Athletes Federation to play in
Wednesday’s game with the University of California."
The Black players will still remain part of the Black Athletes
Federation of SJS.
The players met with Spartan
basketball coach Dan Glines and
signed the corrunitment.
Should any player for any reason
violate the pact, it appears that he
would he kieked off the team and
have his scholarship revoked, Dr.
Bronzan said.
When questioned about his signing, Spat tan forward Bernie Veasey replied, "No corrunent."
Guard Steve McKean also replied "no corrunent" but did say,
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Monday
MORE VIOLENCE A repetition of
and Tuesday’s outbursts. summarized above as
a policeman was knocked unconscious by a

Francisco State College yesterday when angered strikers attempted to enter +he office of
acting Pres;dent S. I. Hayakawa. The hourdong

thrown brick, Tuesday, occurred again at San

melee resull d in some 16 airests.

I"We can beat Santa Clara and
we’re going to."
To the surprise of many, the
Black players player+ in the California game Wednesday night,
driving to Berkeley on their own
since the team bus left at 4 p.m.
The players and representatives
had met with SJS President Dr.
Robert Clark Wednesday afternoon
but after one hour of discussion it
appeared that no headway had
been made.
What happened during the time
of the Clark discussion and game
time is still uncertain. But it appears that the suit filed against
Dr, Clark and Bronzan to restore
financial aid to the Black athlete
boycotters of the football team
may have had some significance.

Miner Gives
Suit Views
On RT NC
Associated Student Body (ASB)
President Dick Miner will discuss
the pending suit against SJS
president Robert D. Clark tonight
on "News Center," the weekly
special produced by the Radio and
Television News Center (RNTC)
staff and heard on KSJS radio,
90.7 FM, at 7.
Miner will be the guest of Mike
Brown, assistant editor of the
RTNC. They will discuss the injunction which would bar Dr.
Clark or Athletie Director Robert
Bronzan from withholding funds
from the Black athletes who boycotted the BYU-SJS football game
Nov. 30.
A closer look into the San Francisco State troubles will he presented by Greg Welter. who spent
Thursday on the SFS camptut.
Welter hopes to talk with Dr. S. I.
Hayakawa, acting prrsident of
SFS, The ra.sh of fires on the SJS
rempus this past week will he discussed by Rick 13rown, student
act ivit ies reporter.
A eovernment represent a t ive
from the Republic of Guyana. John
F.xeter, will discuss how foreign
nations NICK’ the peace corps.
"News Center.’ is a student produced 30-minute news show under
the direetinn of Lloyd LaCuesta,
RTNC news editor, who gives the
staff’s welcome to listeners with
the greeting "ITarambny."

Denied by Judge

By RICK MeQUISTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A Santa Clara Superior Court
Judge yesterday afternoon denied
a complaint for a temporary restraining order to block the withholding of grants-in-aid to seven
Black athletes who boyrntted the
Brigham Young football game
Saturday.
However, Judge Stanley R.
Evans set up a preliminary court
hearing Tuesday morning and ordered counsel for President Robert
D. Clark, the defendant in the suit
flled Wednesday, to show just
cause why a temporary restraining order shottld not be granted at
the hearing.
At the complaint hearing were
Dr. William Dusel, academic vice
president; Phil Hammer, the attorney retained by the ASB; and
Elizabeth Palmer, deputy attorney
general of California.
Hammer said the hearing was
scheduled for Tuesday to allow
enough time to reach a decision
on the temporary restraining order
between the hearing date and December -5, the date the grants-inaid are supposed to be paid.
"He (Evans) has declined to
grant a temporary restraining
order because the complaint for
the injunction involves the Payment of grants-in-aid," Hammer
explained.
"The judge has indicated there
is nothing that could happen between now and the tenth (hearing
date) that would effect this controversy one way or the other.
"There was no point In signing
the temporary restraining order
until the hearing," he said.
In a statement issued yesterday,
Dr. Clark said he understood both
the position of the Black athletes
who boycotted because of "circumstances that demeaned their race"
and the position of "some of the
White athletes and some of the
public who argue that the athletes
must live up to the contracts they
sign at the beginning of the season.
"It was in an effort to recognize the validity of both of these
conflicting principles that I acted
in what some perceive a.s an apparently contradictory manner."
Clark said.
"Since that time, on further reflection. and at the suggestion of
a member of the faculty, I have
proposed for discussion and, hopefully, for academic council action,
a procedure that would permit a
student, for reasons of conscience,
to be excused from an athletic
contest, or to make a satisfactory
substitution in time and possibly
in content for a prescribed class
assignment."
Dr. Clark said that SJS "should
establish a review board to consider requests from students who
petition on the basis on conscience
to be excused from an athletic
contest."
ASB President Dick Miner said

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Complied from Associated Press
NEW YORK -- After conferring
with U.S. negotiator Averell Harriman, President-elect Richard M.
Nixon decided not to send an interim observer to the Paris peace
talks to insure continuity in the
peace negotiations,
ITNITED N A T ION S
The
United States insisted foolproof
deteetion is essential for agreement on an over-all test ban
treaty, although admitting the
new disarmament plan and its
many problem.s couldn’t be solved
merely by detection.
SAN FRANCISCO
Kenneth
Keniston, Yale’s professor of clinical psychology, has predicted history may prove the radical students of today to be correct in the
philosophy of their movement.

Friday Flick
A way-out comedy, "Oh Dad,
Poor Dad, Mama’s Hung YOU in
the Closet and I’m Feeling So
Sad," is tonight’s "Friday Flick."
The film shcnvs at. 7 and 10 p.m.
In Morris Dailey Auditorium. AdiS 45 cents,

he "was extremely surprised"
when Dr. Dusel served a notice to
Miner instructing him to withdraw
the suit on the basis of title five
of the California Education Code.
"This is extremely perplexing

*

*

*

because of statements made to me
yesterday by the president himself
when he said he fclt the suit was
a responsible action and that its
filing would not be opposed by
him."

*

*

*

Clark, Bronzan Suit
Explained by Miner
ASB President Dick Miner, challenging President Robert D. Clark’s
right to revoke. athletes’ financial aid, has clarified the reasons for
an ASB suit again.st Dr. Clark and Athletic Dirrctor Robert Bronzan.
Miner outlined student council’s position concerning the sequence of
events involving Black athletes and their boycott of the Brigharn
Young University football game:
"1. The Black athletes’ boycott of the BYU game was sanctioned
by the Associated Students’ Council.
"2. That the Black athletes fulfilled a substantial part of their obligation by playing in all but one game this season.
"3. That the president of this college denied due process to the
Black athletes when he issued the directive to cancel grants-in-aid.
"4. That the matter, at this point, cart be most properly and responsibly resolved in a court of law where the rights of all parties
will be protected.
"The right to revoke financial aid of athletes, or of any students
who have chosen to follow the dictates of their consciences, in a manner which threatens injury to no one, is an issue which has serious
implication for all of us," Miner explained.
Student Council and Miner are bringing this question into court to
see if Dr. Clark, in fact, does have this right, according to the ASB
president.
Miner further explained that council passed a resolution Nov. 20
urging the college administration to take all possible steps to cancel
the BYU football game contracts.
The council’s resolution included a controversial provision asking
that no member of the athletic team be disciplined because of a moral
conflict.
Pres. Clark contradicted the expressed wishes of student council on
Nov. 22 when he directed Dr. Bronzan to revoke all boycotting athletes’ grants-in-aid, according to Miner.
"We feel the Black athletes, to whom we gave out full support in
this question of their personal dignity," Miner explained, "now deserve
our full support in helping resolve this issue."
For 10 days Miner has sought avenues to reconcile this problem,
consulting with faculty and administrators, according to the ASB
President.
"The problem remains unsolved," Miner said.
"With the resulting Black boycott of the SJS-Fresno State basketball game Dec. 3, the lines have been drawn even further.
"With all other means at our disposal apparently exhausted, with
full realization of the urgency involved, and on the basis of sound
legal counsel, we have initiated this action," Miner explained.
"We are suing Pres. Clark to affirm the right of any athlete to follow the reasonable dictates of his con.science without interference or
intimidation," he said.

Two SJS Coeds Charged
After Fire Bombing Here
’Two more fires and a cut telephone line were plut of a continuing trend of campus destruction
reported to campus security personnel yesterday.
Two 18-year-old SJS coeds were
taken into custody following an
incident yesterday morning in the
Women’s P.E. Department.
The two students. Jenrtifer Buter and Sheila Fisher, we re
harged with conspiracy and arson
after a smoke bomb exploded in
the women’s locker room. The
smoke bomb generated so much
smoke in the locker room area
that seven units of the San Jose
City Fire Department were summoned to the scene to clear the
arra of the reddish smoke.
Dennis Thompson, an engineering student, described the bomb
as a "military grenade type."
Women’s P.E. Department officials
estimated that as many as eight
P.E. classes were filtering in and
out of the locker room at the time.
Campus officials reported another restroom fire in the Music
Building Wednesday night. The
fire did little damage, hilt. as

Rock Group Tops
Flow With It Day
The Flash, a local Rock group,
return.s today at 1 on Seventh
Street to entertain dance enthusiasts in conjunction with Flow
With It Days program.
A verbal, non-verbal communication enrnuntcr on the lawn near
the fountain at 11:30 a.m. will
preceed the two-hour afternoon
activity. The morning session, featuring body painting and impromptu music-making, will attempt to explore and reassess
"reality of interpersonal relationships." program Chairman Dr.
Robert Gliner explained.

Byron Bollinger, superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds reported,
"Every time we have one of these
trash can fires it means we have
to pull some of our maintenance
people off their normal routines
to repair the damages, and repaint
the trash can.s."
The pay telephone in the Journalism Department was rendered
inoperative Wednesday when the
receiver cord was slashed.

Scholarship Filing
Deadline Tuesday
The California State Scholarship
and Loan Commission reminds
high school and college students
that the postmark deadline date
for the filing of California State
Scholarship applications is Tuesday, Dec. 10,
Five thousand seven hundred
new scholarships for undergraduate college students are to be
awarded hy the Corrunission this
spring.
Students who believe they are in
need of financial assistance for
tuition and fees at the colleges of
their choice and who have already
taken the Scholastic Aptitude Test
of the College Entrance Examination 13oard in November or December may secure application
forms fi-om their schools or the
Commission offices in Saeramento.
--

Today’s Weather
l’atchj fog nth morning horning off nt)
ttttt ming. (Not
lite eampus, juht the fog). Clear
this afternoon through Saturday.
Inereasing clouds saturday night
with a ehitnee or rein by see.
day. High today by the fountain: f14.

Friday, 1)ecemher 6. 196/1
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Walter Crottkite’s elear blue eyes peer
from the teleision bet.
One can tell he would
.11 rather be
reading his copy of SPARTA 1.IFE
magazine, the new ieeisr %WI the "Ore

Staff Continent

Nouse" article in it. Neertliedess . .

Fires on Campus
By JOHN POINIIIROO
One question that burns in the
minds of we serious students and certainly in et ery ash ean and rest room
on campus i-: what is the explanation
fill’ the recent rash of fires on campus?
No ...indent %%Ito has been on eamptis
within the last two Iseeks lias not milked the odor of burning paper 4)1.
garbage fouling the air. The explanation for this trend in arson is obv. s.
,onieone is purposefully starting
\\ hat shall the %ast majority of
.ttolcrit- do about this heinous situation!
The following steps should he enacted by 4,%ery 4lecent student hoping
to end V.M11111" fires.
On Alonday. yellow arm bands and
"Stookey dm Hear" Junior Fire Marshall pins will be passed out on Seventh St. All empathetic students are
urged to wear the arm bands and pins
in support of those students combating

rires
Later it, the (lay,

railifilie

busses will be leaving cattipti- for local fire stat
s Stu
dents going ill illeSr
lie
trained in fire preention and the
handling of pick axes.
\ student group. Serious Students
Interested in Prelenting thert Arson
on State College Campuses (better
know n a- SSW() ASCC). is asking
-indent- to stop smoking during this
i-i- and to ene(turage residents near
Ole college to refrain from using gas

Kenyon Jordan:

’It Ain’t
Me, Babe’
li

.1111.1

111,..

babe.

It ail’) ow that wrote that editorial in
se-terdats Daily applauding
I. Hayakaw a.
It ain’t me and it ain’t a lot of people
on the Spartan Daily staff. That "we" in
the statement. "We support Dr. Hayakama in his motes to keep SFS an open,
free eamptis.- was the "we" of a three-man
editorial staff board.
That board determines Spartan Daily
editorial policy. ithout its approval. no
editorial runs.
There are 51 persons on the Spartan
Daily staff. Ind many of us are tired of
three-man editorial decisions that appear
as though they hate the support of eteryM1P.
We are not asking for a revolution. We
are only iuking for what we consider a
little justice. esterday we passed ar tttttt if
a petinon for siimatares by staff members.
That petition (signed bv over half of the
staff) merely requested tltat all editorials
ided upim by OM’ editorial hoard be
delineated as sorb. under the editorial.
That may. the present ststem would cow
finite. hut at least everyone would know
that it exists.
wanted more. myself. to dispute the
polict myself. I think Dayakawa is doing
num. to disrupt the ideal of a truly "free
and open" campus than those students who
have been accused of that act. Any man
who climbs up on a sound ’mirk that beone else and tries to dislongs to s
connect the wires on it shmild hardly he
entrusted with running a whole college.
But that’s another matter. Today I just
want it known that the dissidents of the
Spartan Daily will be quiet no longer. We
will organize, write staff comments. and
perhaps. if we feel these are having no
effect, do more.
Anyway, like the men meld, we have
nothing to lose but our typewriter ribbons.

MI

--11411SCC will be making eiti
mgt.’, arrest-. on any student found
igniting any flammable substance on
or near campus. during the next week.
An urgent plea was made that students carry fire extinguishers to classes. during the emergency. One can
only say this seems a reasonable request in this time of stress.
It seems that a student leader’s feelings
’hi,. problem were well pressed
when he said only yesterday. "This
really burns me up. support
are urged to .
Green."

rationality. students
. -keep Tower Hall
Any Excuse

John Cruz:

Speak Each Other’s Language
-Perhaps improcd majority-minority
relations hate little hope in this country
. and loathe there is in fact only one
way for all of us to go . . . steadily down
hill," I Mfg-heard s
one sat ing the
other
t
But %se just can’t afford such hopeless
attitude-. The stakes are just too high for
1.1rl

tint%

.1- much as it is impractical to lose
sight of our goals of equality for everyone. regardless of racial or ethnic differelli.t.S. otie thing is certain.
e are just going to hate to co llllll unicate.
We are just going to have to speak each
other’s language, and really try to understand, to he flexible and to expose our
deepest feelings for humanity.
I hail tlw opportunity one night a few
weeks ago to speak to a militant member
of a minoritt group on campus.
Ile %asted little time to tell me of all
his extreme ideas of how hest to rectify
the mant falacies of our system.

I questioned 1
deliberately about
"why" he felt this way and that way, and
he retaliated by saying things such as "if
I told you why, you just wouldn’t understand ... because you’re White."
All rationale soon tanished from the
contersation and he ay:rut:et! me of being
"a V bite racist just like the rest of them."
Instead of settling anything, we only
perpetuated a personal squabble betweert
two relentless opponents.
No one gate an inch. and there was no
understanding, no flexibility, and furthermore, no communication.
OVERWHELMING BITTERNESS
In as much as I was at fault. he too had
wronged hy becoming overwhelmed with
hitternes.s [ottani a system which he believed was constantly cheating him.
But can we conceivably chuck away the
system and start from scratch, as he would
have it.

ANSWER IN SEL% ES
Perhaps the answer is that we shouldn’t
be afraid of turning inward for a bit to
find the answer inside ourselves.
I’ll admit that I have my doubts as to
exactly what some ’ichite Americans really
want from present majority-minority relations that continue to smolder in ashes of
unrest throughout our country.
But I’m one American that firmly believes that a variety of people regardless
of their backgro lllll Is, can live and work
creatively together and tackle their prob.
lents together, as well.
Just think of it for a moment. Wouldn’t
America be such a bland place to live if
the day ever calm. when everyone was
integrated into the affluent White middleclass?

Thrust and Parry

To GET. TAKE
The only v,ay you get anything is to
take it. he belieted. You can’t get anythin!, from this "V hitt. affluent middleclass societt" miles- ton aren’t afraid to
use violence. he challenged me.
Suddenly WV both mere using the typical
facades and irrati llll alities and found ourselves intuited in just another uncompromising racial argument.

SDS a Fraud?
Editor:
Nick Kopke, you and your organization are
a fraud. You call yourselves "Students for a

By DOANE YAWGER
BRICHANI Y(11. NG UNIVERSITY
The Proo, Utah campus of BYU is one
of the first to get a fullt automatic U.S.
Post Office. The 24-hour operation pro%ides all semices except mail ()Mem registered letters and snappy clerks.
A stamp machine, coin changer, scales,
mail bins and a phone line to the ntain
P.O. are rot ides! in the landscaped,
pentagonal structure.
El.:11.11- STUDENT
The BA
student boilt %ice president
of student relations fortned a committee
to gite ’students who contributed fo the
good of the imitersity’ public recognition
each meek. The, don’t hate to lia%e high
C.P.A.’s either.
SPEECHES
BYU students may listen to hour long
speeches and lectures in a half hour withottt missing ant thing if the Electronic
Media Department research is successful.
MRS, Remote Information Retrieval
System will he a type of self-instruction,
programmed-lea
g using audio and
video tapes in eimperat
with special
classes.
COLOR I.D.’s
BYU students need activity cards to at.
tend college, hut next year the ’,kettle
must be in color to he valid. The pica

DAILY
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Destroy Process; Wife Thanks

Campus Closeups

TAPED

Why should we, though. Isn’t there
good in everything? And what is to keep
us from finding the good within our own
system?

will cost a buck each and are needed now
to cash checks, the Daily Universe cornments.
LIBRARY’S FINE
After two weeks of no fines for overdue library hooks, the Honor Code for
die Mormon campus is suffering.
Over 200 more books per week are not
returned on time as compared with last
year.
"Courtesy" notes are being sent out to
flagrant violators, anti if they get more
than one, a $2 ’billing fee’
charged.
Needless to say, the fine amnesties are
on a trial basis.
MISCELLANEOUS HAPPF.NINGS
BYU seems lem ’serious’ than SJS, especially in its social events.
Class "Mud Bowl" games in real gooP,
plus greased pole climbs, a VW Grand
Prix (pushing the bug up a hilltop/.
greased pig chases and a pie-throwing eontest culminated BYU Competition Day.
Also on tap were turtle races in which the
hard-shells are placed in the center of a
circle anti allowed to race ( ?) to the edge.
Tiger wrestling and ostrich-sulky racing
are other BYU "happenings."
A course in mountain climbing techniques and safety is offered at BYU for
a price and credits.

"Good evening," he says, "The highintensity napalm bombing of San Francisco State College by USAF jets continued into its third consecutive day this
morning.
NEGOTIATE
"Once again San Francisco Mayor Joseph Alioto has called legislators and administrators to negotiate
the students
who have held ’siege to the Stonestown
fortress ever since the late Dr. S. I. Ilayakawa tore into a booby-trapped SDS
sound truck.
’"fhe mayor was quick to note. however., that the negotiations should mit he
held during ciassrooni hours.
"Nurts to you. Mayor Allow," mas the
only reply from militant students who
maintain they will timer negotiate and
that they will bring the administration to
its knees.
"The high-intensity bombing was ordered by the college’s newest firreisirist,
Wiiiiam S. Westmoreland. the
--time
U.S. Army general who did such a spectacular job on those tiny grass huts during
a well-known Southeast Asian problem.
"Westmoreland maintains that a few
more weeks of relentless bombing %%ill
bring the young savages to their knees. He
has made similar statements MI 1.IX different occasions.
"Elm-miters. on the war-torn campus,
students wearing armsbands huddle in
makeshift shelters in a futile attempt to
eke out an education ... a task made difficult due to the din of sorb loud. earthshaking screams as "Seig Heil,"Shut it
down.’ and ’Blow it up!’
"Already the conflagration has become
an issue of the 1970 campaign for California governor.
"Ronald Reagan is calling for an all-out
victory at any price.
"Jess M. Unruh is pledging a bombing
pause and periodic troop Withdrawal,
while Mayor Alioto is still seeking negotiations.
"Once again the mayor is quick to reiterate that negotiations should not be
held during class hours.
"And once again student militants chant
‘Nurts to vou, Mayor Alioto, N-U-R-T-S to
you.!"

Democratic Society," but you do everything
you can to destroy democratic process in this
tmiversity.
Strikes and violence do have their place in
a democratic society, but that place is at the
end of the democratic process, when all peaceful means of achieving justice have failed.
Such is not the ca.se at SJS. Already much
has been achieved here for "Third World"
people through peaceful methods, and the
ways are still open. The agitation you advocate can only result in alienation of the administration, thus partially or completely
blocking the legitimate channels for reform.
The situation at San Francisco State is and
was quite a different matter. There, the democratic methods were exhausted and they took
the cmly course that was left to them. But
they do not need the support of other strikes,
and a strike which cannot be successful could
only hurt all the state colleges by losing support among the public and the legislature.
The strike cannot be successful because the
majority of the students do not want it, as
was proved by the polls taken last week. To
the silent majority you and your organization
are a threat a
threat to their right to get
an education, to do their thing. Your disrupNon of classes is a direct threat, and your
actions that alienate the public and the legislators are an indirect threat.
You may know enough about mass PsYchology to instigate a strike; but you haven’t,
and you can’t snow the whole student body.
Your efforts at achieving notoriety, If not so
damaging to the college, would be amusing.
Mary Morates
A1258

Note of Thanks
Editor:

The family of the late Dr. Jay R. McCullough wishes to thank the administration,
faculty and students of SJS for the many
warm, heartfelt messages sent to the family.
Mrs. Jay R. McCullough
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Ages 17-25
Single or Married
Nssw los+ rats for young drivrs.
Preferred or hard to plac risks ac
cepted.

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stewrns Creek Blvd.
San Jose
Suite 205

sAM SPONSORS

---Photo by Wayne Nicholls
A BEDSHEET and a dime ’were the only items
Norm Hoffman, vice president of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, had when he was ’bagged’ by fraternity
pledges and sent off to Seattle. More pledges

met him there and gave him a pair of pants
and another dime, but they sent him to Annette
Island, Alaska. Donations and kind hearts made
the trip a memorable holiday.

The SJS chapter of the Ameri- There will be no gimmicks."
243.5027
The rallye will fuush at Shalcey’s
can Institute of Industrial EngiHillsCamden
and
at
Pizza
Parlor
neers (AllEi will sponsor a navidale and will taxe approximately
Understanding the
gational car rallye entitled "Banzi" two and one -halt horns.
Christian
tomorrow evening in order to colhe
table
will
-registration
A pre
lect funds to send one of their manned by AIIE members today
Conscientious Objector
members to the ARE national on Seventh Street for mom inforSermon by
mation or early registration.
convention.
REV. DOUG HENDERSON
The rallye will start in the parkand
10th
Ninth
between
ing lot
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Sun., Dec. 8, 11 a.m.
Streets across from the Industrial
8th successful year
St. Paul’s
Arts building from six to nine.
$249 LONDON R. T.
Aug. 31
June 25
Hollis Lee, industrial engineering
Church
etliodist
5298 LONDON/AMSTERDAM
major and rallye master, states
Sept. 14
June 16
be
will
rally
the
cost
of
the
that
Ninth and San Salvador
Study Courses available in
$3 or $2.50 with an SJS student
Heidelberg, Paris, Salzburg
"YOUR CAMPUS
body card.
METHODIST CHURCH"
Erika KAHN CSC, 213-274-0729
"No elaborate equipment will
c/o SIERRA TRAVEL INC.
necessary to enjoy the rallye. just ,
( First, Second, and Third World
9875 Santo Monica Blvd.
a map and a flash light will be
People Welcome)
Beverly Mills 90212
fine." commented Lee. "We have
planned this as a straight navigational rallye and sign hunt.
Ak.tklamumisink-cimaxivasktuaw&ut9i1C2t47.1i

Student Takes Unexpected Trip;
Fraternity Joke Ends in Alaska ’Unclear’ Theme

"gramand
afer4
"PP1tunit
growth
development
that f"
will
carry over into business and other
vocational careers, said Rick Arcide, workshop chairman. It is
endorsed by the Executive Council
of Student Business Organizations.
which Is also involved actively
By PAT WANEK
Davis must have decided Annette
in the event.
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
Island was no place for a man in
The first topic of discussion this
Norm Hoffman, vice president of a bed sheet, so he took a collection
evening
be "Motivation," repat the Annette Air Field and gathreS ented by the Kaiser Corpora- Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, was
heading home to Oakdale for the ered enough money to buy a $10
tion.
Thanksgiving holiday last week ticket to Ketchikan, Alaska, for
TOMOHROW’S SCHEDULE
and ended up in Alaska wearing a Norm.
The only way to get from AnTomorrow’s schedule of discus- bed sheet and carrying a dime.
Sigma Phi Epsilon pledg,es "bag- nette Island to Ketchikan is by
sion includes "Planning and Oramphibious
airplane, and followganizing," represented by General ged" him, on their third try, got
ing the landing there Norm vvas
Electric Corporation; "Controll- him drunk and put him on a plane
met by people from Western Airing," by Standard Oil Corporation; to Seattle with nothing but a
lines.
and a luncheon with special guest bed sheet and a dime.
They took him to the Ketchikan
Milburn D. Wright, dean of the
"I didn’t feel too bad in San Chamber of Commerce where he
School of Business.
Francisco because I was pretty
was awarded a pin and memberMeetings for tomorrow after- drunk," he explained. "But when
ship in the Order of the Alaska
noon are "Group Dynamics," Pa- I got to Seattle I did. Then evWalrus, a hand-carved miniature
cific Telephone and TelegraPh; eryone started laughing and it was
totem pole made in Ketchikan,
open discussion groups. Certifi- all right."
and several other souvenirs.
cates of participation will be signIt was all right, until pledges
Still dressed in his bed sheet,
ed by Dean Wright.
of Sigma Phi from Seattle, who Norm was guest speaker at the
The faculty is invited to attend, had been notified of his coming,
Rotary Club where he told of his
Arcide said.
met him at the airport and put adventures. Another collection
Additional information can be him on another plane to Alaska,
was taken and he received $45.
obtained from Amide at 287-0935. this time with a pair of pants and
One of the club members was with
a dime and of course,
the bed- the Salvation Army and arranged
sheet.
for clothes for him.
Alaska is noted for its scenic
The Chamber of Commerce gave
beauty, but when the plane landed the wandering, 21 -year-old advermiles from everywhere and any- tising major another $30, and he
where, Norm was on Annette Is- was able to buy a ticket home. but
land with an Indian reservation made the trip only after a night
and Coast Guard Station the only/ -signs of life.
Western Airlines Capt. Chuck

Christ Inas Sr a is
,Vour gilt

AUTO INSURANCE

Industrial Engineers Hold
Car Rallye lanzr Tonight

All student organizations and
individuals on campus interested
in developing leadership qualities
are invited to the "Leadership Development Workshop" sponsored
by the School of Business today
and tomorrovv.
Deadline for signing up is today in Building R, Student Activities Office. The fee of $2.25, including lunch. applies to students
and their spouses. Other parties
will be charged $2.75.
The workshop, sponsored by
Society for the Advancement of
Management, will commence tonight from 7 to 9 in ED100 and
will continue tomorrow from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in ED100.
Totally student initiated, the
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_
’No Gimmicks’

Leadership
For Business
Starts Tonight

NEED
FOSTERS

on the town.
"The people were just great,"
he said sereval times. "They’d
give you the shirt off their back."
And a shirt was just what he
needed.
Capt. Davis was piloting on the
ride home, and as an honorary
first class passenger, Norm received a bottle of champagne and
free drinks for the entire trip.
He sat at the co-pilot’s controls
for a while, where he announced
his story to the passengers over
the plane’s public address system.
Captain Davis and the stewardesses signed the sheet, which had
been verified by the airlines with
a stamp, and Norm was back in
San Francisco.
He had left with a bedsheet and
a dime. But he returned with
clothes, $19 and many good memories.
Norm estimated the trip was
over 3,000 miles and said it was
probably the longest journey ever
taken as the result of a fraternity
sneak.
He plans to return some day.
perhaps next summer. He’d better
wear his bedsheet, though, or no
one, will.racognize him.

News Center Wants
Better Press Links

With hopes of impmving press
relationships on the SJS campus,
"which appear to be at a low
See
point right now," Lloyd LaCuesta,
21 -year-old radio-TV journalism
major, has taken over the rein.s
as news director of the SJS RadioTV News Center.
BARRACKS 15
Helping LaCuesta will be Mike
ra1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:
Brown, 23-year-old radio-TV journalism major, as assistant news
director and also an 18-member
For the complete collegiate experience
staff.
worship this Sunday at
"This staff has the reputation
as being the hest radio-TV news
center
in the country as evidenced
2nal & Sn Antonio
by our sweeping of national awards
Morning Worship
8:30 & 1 13.M.
for the last four years," said La7 p.m. Evening Service
Cuesta.
College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
"I hope to continue and improve
Seminar
1:45 a.m. Morning
carrying this tradition." he added.
Dr. CI
R SOMAS,
5:45 p.m. Evening Forum
LaCuesta also mentioned the
Pastor
Barry Kelsor,
news center had received an apMeets at Tri-C Bldg , 3rd A San Antonio
Minister to Collegians
propriation from strident council
for a sound-on-film camera.
"With a camera such as this,
the possibility of news coverage is
endless," LaCuesta said. "Such
things as a daily TV news show
are in the making."
Get your own Photo poster. Send any Black and White or
Befote coming to SJS, LaCuesta
Color Photo. Also any newspaper or magazine photo.
worked for a year on the College
PERFECT POP ART
A $25.00 Value. for
Poster rolled and mailed in sturdy
Times newspaper at California
tube. Original returned undamaged.
State College at Los Angeles and
Add SOc for postage and handling
for EACH item ordered, Add local
completed an internship with raSales Tex. No C 0 D. Send check
Lao, or Pa .) To.
dio station KMPC in LOS Angeles
3s4 Ft.-S7.50
$3,50
rao....iy
ff.
2.3
fAr
P.".
this summer.
PHOTO MAGIC
210 E. 23rel St., Dept. C.100 New York. N.Y. 10010
The SJS Radio-TV News Center
Dealer in tomes invited
produces three five-minute radio

programs daily, They are "Newsline," "Spectrum," and "Sportsline." The programs are aired on
campus, local and regional stations.
Also this semester, "Newscenter," an objective report dealing
with important events of the week
with special guests, is broadcast,
according to Ron Rutherford, public relations director of the RadioTV News Center.
In 1966, the SJS news center
received the first place award for
the "Best Radio News Reporting"
in national university and college
competition by Sigma Delta Chi,
national men’s journalism fraternity.
SJS also received t he srune
award the following year and in
past years ha.s received other
awards from the national fraternity.

The qalleon

hreat It

First Baptist Church

BLOW YOURSELF UP

It might be
an identity crisis. -

TO POSTER SIZE

23F

44’1,

A62S11.1

t-’39

Red Rain

Peanuts. a Dime a Flagket
4 p m. dim 6 p.m.

OPEN AT 4 P.M. DAILY

"What He Can Say To Him But
Not To Her and Vice-Versa" is
the theme of "Communication-InResidence’s" next gathering tomorrow at Bridge Mountain in
the Santa Cruz Mountains.
If the theme seems unclear, it
is because that is the point of the
gathering, a spokesman said.
It will provide an opportunity
for faculty and students to come
together and hopefully discover
for themselves the answer to the
theme’s question.
Included in the gathering will
be non-verbal sessions and smallgroup encounters.
The Communication -In -Residence
group asks each person to bring
a lunch. Supper will be provided.
Tickets are still available today
on Seventh Street.

Faculty Staff
Have 3 Options
For Insurance
SJS faculty and administrative
staff members who plan to change
insurance programs must fill out
an application for one of the three
options by Tuesday.
Members who fail to select one
of the programs will be without
medical coverage next year. The
current program.s end Dec. 31.
The three options are: Cal-West
ern Occidental (C.W.O.) California
States
Employees lAssociation
(CSEA), C.W.O.-Public Employees
Retirement System IP.E.R.S.), or
California Physicians Insurance
Company-P.E.R.S.
An insurance expert is available
in the personnel office, ADM156,
for aid or information.
Those who wish to continue
their current policy must also fill
out the necessary form in the
personnel office.

Be a
(TWA
Flight
Hostess
step up to this rewarding prowl
Now is the tune to visit your local
TWA Flight Hostess representative.
Check these TWA Benefits

* F$14ig"htsmw"itthhii:U.S.A. or to Europe.
* free training in major European
languages.
* Travel Pass privileges tor parents
atter 6 months.
* A wide range of company

10th at William
295.3805

SPECI A L
Pitchers $1.25

At CIR Gathering

with training
* free schooling
salary of $61 weekly
weeks schooling,
* Salary after

)

we krloW
YOU’RE YOU,
CHARLIE
BROWN
But

1

THE NEW

PEANUTS.
CARTOON BOOK,

By Charles M Schulz
ONLY

’1

nt

your

/.011/on
book sior.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc
I

r5

benFlettiittLry

Qualifications

Minimum age 19,,. High School Grad.
uate. Excellent health. Unblemished
complesion. Height S’.2".5’41- with
proportionate weight by TWA standard. Glasses permitted. Single.

See Your
TWA Campus RepreseritatiY8
No phone calls, please.
miss Kathy Nicholson
CH Room 356
Monday. Dec. 9
330-430 p.m,
CH Room 234
Thursday, Dec. 12
11:30.12.30 p.m.

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

OFFERS
THE BEST IT ,kLI kN DINNERS
THIS SIDE OF ROME *
SUCH AS

. $1.65
Lasagna
$2 75
Veal Scallopini
Veal Cutlet Parmigiana . . $2.50
Nick’s Pizza is located just one block North Of the
Clara.
Engineering Building on Nth and
ROME, CALIFORNIA, THAT IS. IT’S jUST ABOUT FOUR MILES
SOUTH OF DOWNTOWN LOCK
Viirc1,61V1P’.
"vt’l Wan 4471.1-

1C".

Newman -Catholic Student Center
STAFF:

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Bob Wilhelm
Judy Sausen
Shel Tracy

MASSES:

SUN. 5 p.m. St. Patrick’s
Church, 8th & Santa Clara
MON. thru THURS. 4 p.m.
Newman Center
FRI. 1 1:40 a.m. Newman
Center

Tel. 295-1771

79 S. Fifth St

Renault’s Reunion
in Europe Plan

,;

I NWPIENITI

The Renault Ill
The first step is to see a Renault dealer
before you go.
Step 2 is to arrange a meeting placea
European city, an airport or dockside Le
Havre.
The final step is the rendezvous between you and your Renault.
Then, you can drive all around Europe
in a roomy 4-seater car that has 13 cu. ft. of
luggage space, 4-wheel disc brakes, cruises at
80 mph, and averages 35 mpg.
A car that can be serviced by any one
of more than 6000 Renault dealers all over
Europe.
You can buy the Renault 10 just to use
in Europe, and we’ll buy it back when you’re
ready to come home. (Ask about our financed
purchase-repurchase plan.)
Or, you can buy the Renault 10, use it
in Europe and for only $1495 you’ll have it
with all the required U. S. specifications.
And you’ll have a 2nd Reunion when
you get home.

KENT DODGE, INC.
Renault Sales and Service

4190

El

Camino

Real

Palo Alto
Phone 327-8440
’Across from Rickey’s Hyatt House/
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’Astro Infinity’ To Play
Free Tomorrow Night

a

a

Featuring light shows .ind
primitive dancing, Sun-Ra and
His Astro Infinity Arkestra, it
jil2Z and mysticism group, will
present sounds at a free dance
the Women’s Gym tomorrow
night from 9 to midnight.
Sun-Ra’s band includes 17
1111.1SWilMS playing 70 different
instruments in their "mixed media excursion into the far reaches of sound and sight." explaiii..il
Barry Hondas. College
Program Board chairman
A pianist, Sun-Ra has
creating what he dubs "spaceage jazz" for the past 12 year,
and is currently composing "infinity" jazz, stressing electron.,
sounds of the future. The musicians, adorned in colorful and
unique costumes, will utilize pianos, drums. bass, trumpets. and
five woodwinds, including saxophones, flutes and clarinetl4 in
expressing their new sounds.
At the program’s outset, the
room will darken. and a visual
show will take place. Closeups
of hands playing flutes and similar instruments will flash across
a screen or wall. When the lights
reappear, 14 musicians in glittering garb will mingle through
the crowd to the far corners

of the gymnasium emitting a
barrage of sounds.
While the band grinds out the
rhythm, an accompanying projector will supply a continuous
(IOW of flashing slides until midnight.
Bonifas noted that because the
CUPB-sponsored dance will be
in the gym, "students will not
be allowed to wear hard-soled
the dance floor."
rept

Acrobats, Puppets and Snake
’United’ for First-Night Effort

To Perform
Yule Concer
The SJS Men’s and Women
Glee Clubs Will feature tst.
new compositions by a SJS stt
dent tonight in an "Evening
Christmas Music," at 8:15 i
Concert Hall.
The concert is directed 1.
Heisinger, associate pr,
fessor of music, und is free
the public.
The Women’s Glee Club wi
open with a Renaissance wori
"Puerit Coneinite," by Jaco
Handl, followed by the worl
premier of tsvo selections, "Th
Lamb," and "The Shepherd.
by SJS music major Kerry Lev,

IS) MIKE Mt I.FOILD
riIW Art. Writer
"Carnival," opening tonight at

Brent

8:15 in the College Theatre, can
perhaps be termed an "all SJS"
production. Like the campus, it
has actors, roustabouts, dogs and
an occasional snake.

’New Directions’
Art Exhibition
Closes Today
Today is the last day to see
SJS graduate Douglas Boyd’s
M.A. Exhibition III the Little
Gallery.
Entitled, "New Directions in
Blown Glass," Boyd’s exhibition
features about 25 glass domes on
a ceramic base valued between
850 to $200.
Boyd said he first got interested in ceramics while in junior
college and took up working
with glass when he came to SJS.
finally combining ihe two materials.

cpaptait

intePtaihmeht quide
LOOK WHAT’S HAPPENING AT THE
NEW TANGENT
La Mariquita

Sun., Dec. 8th at 8 p.m.

ILLEGITIMATE THEATER
Fri. & Sat. 9 & 11 p.m.

JAZZ WORKSHOP
Sunday Afternoon Jams 4 p.m.
Monday Nights 8 p.m.
Bring Your Ax

FOLK & BLUES WORKSHOP
Wed. & Thurs. 8 & 11:30 p.m.

NEW TANGENT

Centered around a brokendovgn French Carnival on its way
to Paris and the "big time,"
casting for the musical has requited more than 70 actors,

Selections by the Men’s Gle
Club will include "A Virgin Mo,
Pure," "Hodie Christus Natt
est,’’ and "Mary Had a Baby,
a Negro spiritual.
The combined Glee Clubs
more than 130 voices will clos
with the chorus, "And the Glor
of the Lord," from Handel’
"Messiah."

singers, dancers, stuntmen, acrobats, puppeteers and trained
animals obtained from all over.
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler. who
directed and coordinated a t hreepronged effort by the Drama,
Music and P.E. departments,
said casting ha.s been exten.sive
and has involved getting talent
and acts wherever the production could find them.
"You’re just going to have to
learn how to juggle," she said
describing how she came up with
a juggler.
She said that Phillip Flad, a
Drama department faculty member, has been a professional
magician and did a good job of
coaching the actors. "The show,"
she said, "has a lot of magic
in it."
"At first we were hesitant
about bringing in a live boa
constrictor," Miss Loeffler went
on. "However. we found they are
not as dangerous as you might
think. They like the heat of the
girl’s body and are consequently
easy to get along with."
"The girl" is Valerie Wayman,
-

S’YUF1’

I I N.1. 141

KSJS Log
90.7 FM

PERFORMING on the
ialist Valena Williams.

rope is "Carnival" aerCast members Norman
Russell and cigar-smoking Wes Finlay look on.

Besides Valena’s airborne antics, the show has
jugglers, acrobats, and other carnival-type action.

cynical," she said. "It is a fantasy land."
A former music’ major now
turned to drama, Miss Morgan
says there are a lot of wordy
songs in the lead role.
"Getting the tone and diction
correct takes a lot of work,"
she explained.
Songs include "Mira," "Love
Makes The World Go Round,"
and ’"Dun, Tiky, Tiky" by Bob
Merrik.
The puppeteers have been

who is getting along fine with
her seven-foot friend according
tu Miss Loeffler. This is Valerie’s first job working with a
snake.
"The dog knew some tricks
before getting a part in the
show. He has come along well
and is getting to know when he
is supposed to go on stage and
come off."
Catherine Morgan will play
tire lead as "Lili." "It is a beautiful story and is not for the

Music Honoraries
Present Recital

27"--.

Piano, viola and clarinet will
be featured in a chamber music
Thursday, December 19
at 8:15 p.rn. in Concert Hall.
The free recital is sponsored by
Mu Phi Epsilon and Phi Mu
Alpha, honorary music fraternities.
Beethoven’s "Trio Op. 11, No.
4" will open the prograrn, followed by Mozart’s "Trio in E
Flat major (K 4981 "

111E
SHOES
OF THE
.FISHERMAN.

recital

Panavis,on

, Anthony Quinn
Oskar Werner
David Janssen
Vittorio De Sica
Sir Laurence Olivier

Coyote Creek
Riding Stables

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
CENTRAL BOXOFF10E OR BY MAIL
CENTRAL BOXOFFICE LOCATED
AT CENTURY 21 THEM
OPEN DAILY
11:00 YO 9:00 P.M.
PERFORMANCE AND PAIGE SCHED,1
00000 thr. ’,humeri
et 11 00 MA
saixiaa.
Pri Sat. & Mo.. Elms
at 30 PM
113 SO IS $2.50
Sunday
52.80 noo
Mannesd. Mnoom
at 1 30 PIA
62.60 & 81.60
Sal Sun 6 Polulm Mat.
Pt 1:30 PPP
112.80 82.00
topidam
53.50 8 62.50
11. 7.00 PM

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
THEATRE GROUPS
Please Call zdn.riA,

117 University Ave.
Palo Alto
Res. & Info. 325-8488
Minors Welcome

trained by Stephen Trinwith,
former SJS student and known
puppeteer. Miss Loeffler said the
actors will do their own puppet
work though, including t h e
voices. She said it was not done
in the Broadway production,
where professional puppeteers
were hired.
"I think it is a good show, a
family show," Miss Loeffler said,
adding that with the large cast
it has been a little difficult to
put together.

I’llgAWIRES

SAN JOSE PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT
- BEGNS
WED. DEC. 18th
Metro Goldwyn Mayer presents
a George Englund product.on

FLAMENCO

Open Sessions

Glee C/ubs

’Carnival’ Tonight

CENTURY
246-1525

VALERIE WAYMAN and a seven -foot boa constrictor are part
of the musical ’Carnival," opening in the College Theatre tonight. Valerie has never worked with a snake before but is reportedly getting along well with it. Show director Elizabeth Loeffler
said the snake likes body heat.

Music Dept. To Present
Handel,s’Messiah’ at Civic
The SJS

Music Department

will present its annual

mas

"OH DAD, POOR DAD,
MAMA’S HUNG YOU
IN THE CLOSET AND
I’M FEELING SO SAD"
STARRING

JONATHAN WINTERS
ROSALIND RUSSELL
ROBERT MORSE

DEC. 6, MORRIS DAILEY
AUDITORIUM
700 & 10:00 PM - ADM. 45c

performance

of

ChristHandel’s

"Nlessiah" Tuesday, Dec. 17 at
8 p.m. in the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
A Christmas tradition, the
"Messiah" summarizes the Biblical story of man’s redemption
through the passion of the Lord,
and features massive choruses
and powerful solos.
This year’s featured soloists,
all professionals, are Jeanne
Carson, soprano; Norma Le\ is -

ter, mezzo-soprano; Charles
Stone, tenor, and Stephen Janzen, baritone. Kristin Erlendson
Sundquist is the harpsichordist.
Two SJS choruses will be
used. The combined Glee Club
will be directed by Dr. Brent
Heisinger, associate professor of
music, and the A Cappella Choir,
and general chorus will be under
the baton of William Erlendson,
professor of music.
Dr. Edwin Dunning, SJS professor of music, will supervise
and direct the performance it f

675 Tennant Ave.
San Jose
Good Horses - Open Daily
Lovely trails along
the creek

227-2691

6:00 p.m. An Evening with Gen
and Carol featuriii
fashion,
makt
up, overlooked new,
plus the new Stone,
Album and Arl
Guthrie.
6:55
Newsline
7:00
News Center
7:30
BBC Summary
7:45
Radio Francaise
7:55
Spectrum
8:00
Library of Congress
8:55
Sportsline
9:00
Bill Kirkpatrick anc
Moldy Oldies
9:55
Focus

movies,

ge
intalude
GOES
Country

Western
TOM KELLY
BONNIE BEE
and
"THE ROUNDERS"
lectittrin9
SsTPEEAC

$1
"COMPLETE

DINNER
"We Just

Look Expensive"

intePlude
3rd and Santa Clara, San Jose

57 &meth., &II
Dining out is a unique experience when
you go to The Bold Knight. You will
enjoy San Jose’s finest cuisine in a relaxing atmosphere, and yet we are located
minutes away from the campus. We also
have a 24-hour coffee shop to serve you.

TN* CO Ilittigi/t
1600 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE 293-7700

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE
221 SOUTH KING RD.
259-3335

stpudosytearisds

SPECIAL!

free press
berkeley barb
more than 60,000 titles
County’s Largest Selection of Paperbacks

STIDENT AND I,’ ACI’ LT Y RATES
GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$1.00 Bucket for 500

KIT’S
BOOKS
Watt Park Plato
\1/4,Winchattlar at Payno

378.8400

Sunday 12 a.m..12 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat. 10 a.m. to 10

San Jose Free University Has
Department of Weird Things

Checking Bee-havior
7

By CAROL tiltINA(4:14
Spartan Daily Feature FAlitor
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HAVE THE BEES been bothering you lately? Moving in on your
lunch or even spoiling an after lunch kiss? Well, you’re not the
only one. After hearing the familiar buzzing around noon yesterday, Mike Hoban had an idea. He organized a one man search
party and evidently found more than he could handle. Here he
is seen carefully trimming back the leaves which reveal a whole
nest of the pesty little culprits. Of course Mike has honorable
intentions.

Individual Consent

in toxvn," he stated.

needed. Our educational system

"One gill called us anti asked

"Weird

if there were any group therapy

ranging
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that
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that’s the way it should

C01:104ES1 OFFERED
Among the courses offered am
basic film making, bead workshop, Black writers workshop,
men’s hair styling, draft counseling, lessons in becoming a
gounnet, inter-cultural encounter, trust, touch and tenderness,
contemporary moral issues, and
problems of revolution.

is turning out to be a farce."
"One reason that we charge
both students and teachers is
that We want truth to learn," he
explained. "We look at each
class as an encounter session.
niake the student
We hope
more await. uf this."
The university, which is open
all year around, vvill soon be put
on the quarter system, according to Lazurus. Anyone interested in enrolling or wanting information on courses or registration can contact the coordinator,
Bub Gitinsiffteusa, or any of the
staff at 287-2255.

BOB MERkILL S

CARNIVAL
DEC. 6, 7, I I, 12, 13, 14.
Wed. & Thurs.
Fri. & Sat.

By WICEli JOHNSON
Campus Life Writer
"There

are

good

wars

and

there are bad wars."
In the midst of the Vietnam
war, and around the same time
as a lice epidemic began, this
argument was reborn amongst
a people who are supposed to
have the freedom to decide.
However the idea on war jumped to many more heads than did
the parasites.
Dr. 5larvin E. Lee, Professor
of Economics, has an observation about the freedom to decide
which reflects on the draft. It’s
not a new idea, and is sort of a
compromise. Dr. Lee says he is
"amazed" that it is not more
prevalent.
Dr. Lee calls our present situation, where war and racial
problems exist simultaneously,
similar to the French-Canadian
anguish at the beginning of
World War II.
When the war began, French
Canadians protested the draft,
which forced them to fight for
something they felt deprived of.
As a result, a law was passed
which used the consent of the
individual as R criterion for
drafting persons for fighting on
anything but the native land
mass.
mostly
Those Canadians
French) who felt they weren’t
concerned in the war simply and
legally refused to leave the country to serve in the armed forces.
"This is what others have done
in our present situation." says
Dr. Lee. "The moral position,
concerning the war could be expressed by the individual."
The Blacks say, "our thing is
at home. I’Ve got something to
fight for here. that is more important than that war way over
there."
If the Black were drafted, he
could refuse to go overseas. Ile
could carry out his obligation in
this country, where he could
still help in the racial problem.
The use of this draft system
-

According to Skip Lazurus,
staff treasurer, it is a community university open to the public. A $10 membership fee entitles one to take all the courses
he veants. The majority of
classes are held on evenings and
weekends in homes, on city or
state campuses, or at mountains
and beaches.

BOX OFFICE OPEN 1:00-5:00 MON.-FRI.
5TH & SAN FERNANDO STREETS

ANGELO’S
Ham, Bacon, or Sausage

the watch with the
jewel-like crystal
The Omega Sapphette cryatal is
guaranteed unbreakable; re.i.tant to
xi-Tebbe. and scuff marks. It reflects
the perfection and accuracy of the
high.preelsion Omega movement that
beats within...built to give
years of faithful service.

56 S. First St.

295-0567

2 Large Eggs
Hot Cakes
Orange Juice
Coffee, or Tea

$1.49
reg. $2.25

BRING THIS AD WITH YOU!

ANGELO’S
72 E.

Santa Clara

STEAK
HOUSE

Free Parking at 38 S. 3rd St.

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

GREAT
CHRISTMAS
GIFTS
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people.
Summer and year round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For illus.
trated literature with complete details on programs offered and
how to apply, write; ISTC, Admissions, 866 U.N. Plaza, N. Y.,
N. Y. 10017.

Wool Turtlenecks. Full-fashioned all
wool sweaters imported from Italy.
A host of colors to choose from.11.95

TIRED OF TURKEY?

7:00 A.M.
’til
10:30

P.M.

Tuesday

thru
Sunday

Then drop in today and let Howard whip you up a delicious
snack special. Howard can give you a lot more for a lot less too!

HOWARD’S CRYSTAL CREAMERY

2

7th and Sante Clara

Come Fly With

UNITED
STEWARDESS
United has the world’s largest Jet Fleet, which means more opportunity
to fly to more places and meet more people.
A United Stewardess holds a position of respect and responsibility.
During her first year. she averages $425 per month plus expenses for
70 to 85 hours flying time.

(student rates)

OMEGA

I.azurus said the most important aspect of the university
He
is the community aspect.
claimed San Jose has a problem
of communication - - there is no
rapport between the city government aral the people.
"The attempt of the univer-

10c each

RENT

BREAKFAST

Lazurus said, "Its freedom is
democracy freedom - - it is
based on participatory democracy. Each member of the university has a voting power to
decide the different issues.

XEROXfi COPIES
Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

General
Students
General
Students

WEEKEND SPECIAL

COSINII’NITV ASPECT

would have great political merit
for the country, says Dr. Lee. It
would also solve all problems of
conscience.
"There is no valid argument to
this more democratic system
but to try it and see," insists
Dr. Lee.

$2.00
$1.00
$2.50
$ 1.25

-.--------

"It is not run by some bureaucratic organization," he stressed.
’Teachers as well as students
have to pay the dues."

Criterion for Draft?

TE

Lazurus. "It’s obvious that it’s

SAN JOSE DRAMA DEPARTMENT
pre4en63

$10 MF.SIBERSHIP
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lior
vier

UrIt

forrn rapport between everyone

entitled

A part of the San Jose Experimental College, Flee University
has been in existence for about
two months, holding their first
general meeting Nov. 17. It is
affiliated with the Mid-Peninsula
Free University, which started
three and a half years ago at
Stanford, but later moved off
the campu.s.

Gle
Mot
Tett
sby,

"People want a change," said

courses

If so, then you should consider enrolling in the new San
Joie Free University.

I

take
tewi
onei
r

with

Mediation tit the City Dump?

L

Gen

be interested in

attending a university which had

sity is to reach eveiyone and to

PIPAKTAN DAILTS

Friday December ft 1,01

3

Attache Case. For students and businessmen! A slim, but roomy 3" deep.
Perfect gift!
By Samsonite 27.95

Thin Wallet. Fine quality wallet with
loads of compartments. Black or
7.95
brown top -grain cowhide.

After 51/2 weeks of training. you may graduate fo this exciting Ids.
You may qualify if you are at least 191/2 years of ag, 5’2" to 5’9" in
height, personable, attractive. with a clear complexion, and single.
Interviews for full-time employment beginning
next summer will be held on this campus on

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10
Call the Student Placement

Office

for an appointment
Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free dlivery

If t1.6s is nof convenient. call the
San Francisco Regional Employment Office
(4 I 51 342-9228
Aux14

UNITED
ea L SAN FIRNANDO ST.
295.676S

AIR LINES

An Equal Opportunity Employer

4

Pendleton Shirts. Pure virgin wool
in grand plaids and solid colors.
Buttondown, long sleeves. $17

SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

ALMADEN

Friday Th.eernber 6 1168

11ST.%1ITAN DAMS

SJS Cagers Seek
Win Against Pioneers

Gym Team Opens
A youthful SJS gymnastics squad
will open its season tonight at
Sacramento State in the Sacrament.% Invitational at 7:30.
SJS will be lead by a new coach
this season. Robert Peavy, who
replaced Dr. C:
Jennett, now un

Leatherware made
to order
Mid -earth
curios
Handcrafts bought
and sold

POPPY
54 N. Santa Cruz
Los Gatos
354-2463

subimtw;LI leme.

received
his masters from SJS in 1958 and
then sp.mt six years at Hillsdale
High in San Mateo before returning to SJS.
SJS pluced third in the state
college championships last year,
..nd if their youthful talent comes
through shuuld do well this year.
Dough Hills, a junior, won the
California State College free exercise championship last year.
llills also competes in the sidenurse and parallel bars.
All around gymnast, Joe Sweeney a sophomore from San Mateo,
is the team captain. Sweeney will
eompete in all six events, but is
Ntrongest in the horizontal and
parallel bars. Mike Cooper will

FOR THE BEST XMAS
GIFT YOU CAN FIND
ANYWHERE.
YOU CAN’T BEAT
BOOKS FROM SAN
JOSE S BIG BOOKSTORE
r1)

also be competing in the all aroliai
Several incoming freshmen are
expected to help the Spartans thi,
year. They are Steve Singel. wh.
placed high in the state high scho d
championships last year; Ste%.,
Shigernoto who will enter the vines
long horse, and high bar, and
Rich Havstad. who is first man 111
the side horse.
Winston Ashizawa, a junior, will
be the man the Spartans will lie
counting on to come through with
points on the still rings.
Two injuries will hurt the Spartans at Sacramento. Jim Turnin.
a free exercise anti trampoline
man, is suffering from a muscle
tear on the inside of his left knee
and Steve Fletcher. fifth in tla:
state college championships last
year, hies a broken ankle.
The SJS gymnastic team will be
participating in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association this season,
and Peavy predicts some Spartan,
will qualify for the nationals thiyear and he is setting his sigh.:
on the PCAA championships. Lon.
Beach State and Los Angeles Stat.
will provide stiff competition.

SJS’ basketball squad will seek
it’s first win of the young season
p.m. when it meets
Saturday at
the Pioneers of Cal State Hayward in Hayward.
Leading the Pioneers are 6-4
I Vern Watson, clever little Ed Tads, who wa.s second team AllFWC, and 5-9 guard Jim Knott.
The Pioneers have been helped
by 6-6 Tom McClintock and 6-3
Doug Hudson.
Wednesday night in Harmon
Gym the Spartans nearly upset
15th ranked California before 5100
fans.
Trailing 94-92 with 3:31 left
The PLISI-t’al State Hayward
game will be broadcast Saturday night at eight on KSJS
(90.7).
SJS looked as if it might win but
then Bear center Bob Presley gave
Cal the lift it needed to sew up
the win with his four quick goals.
Cal finally won 103-98.

Books Inc.

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 294-7033

Tim Holman was simply great
for the Spartans as he scored 19
points and in general led the
offense.

Intramurals i

COUNTRY VILLAGI
TOWN
SUNDAY
OPEN EVENINGS

Wrestling weigh -ins will be hela
iTuesday from 11:30 a.m. to 3:31,
p.m. in the Men’s Gym. Scratch
weight mu.st be made.
Actual
wrest ling competit ion
will begin Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
and will run through Friday ot
next week. The finals will be held
Friday at 3:00 p.m.

The Spartans battled Cal even
on the boards a.s the play of Bernie Vea.sey and ’Dandy’ Darnell
Hillman climbed the glass boards
to help SJS finish with 53 rebounds, the same as Cal.
Trailing at the half 56-47 quick
baskets by Holman. Veasey, and

The annual intramural jud..
tournament will be held Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. Judo weigh-in will be
at the same time and place as
wrestling.
The deadline is fast coming up
for entering the pre-season basketball tournament. Teams should
be submitted to the intramural
office.
The team captain’s meet ill
for the pre-season basketball tom nament will be held Dec. 18.
Ba.sketball officials are neede,l
Any students wishing to work fe
pay should sign up in the intrN
mural office.
The basketball officials dini.
will be held Dec. 16 at 6:30 p.m.
in MG201. Students planriing to
officiate must attend one or two
of the elides.
Any student wishing Ft copy of
the intramural calendar should at: quire it in the intramural office.
Team captains should be looking
forward to swimming for which entries will be due after Christmas ;

GREAT WAY TO GO TO CLASS

Perfect symbol
of the love you share

S199.00
down
plus tax &
license

Being with cieh other, doing things together . . . knowing that
your affection is growing into precious and enduring love. Happily,
all these cherished moments will be forever symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag, you are
assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise modem cut. Your
Keepsake jeweler will assist you in making your selection ... He’s
in the yellow pages, under "Jewelers."

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
formerly Spartan Volkswagen
1560 North First Street
San JOS8
286-8800

)

RINGS

e.’

ROYALTY

rHOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, ’’How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send speciai offer of beautiful 44-page Bride’s Book.

"‘Z.;aii"

The Home of the Humble Little Bug
********

LEE
CROWN
Rings Insin $100 to S10.000 Illustrations enlarged to show keenly of
&tad. Trade mark reg A II Pond Company. Inc, Est 1892.

Payments

1

************

********

Sailing Meet Set
The SJS Sailing Club will hold
a meeting Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Room 101 of Building R (Student
Affairs Office). Purpose of the
meeting is to make plans for an
all -clay sailing trip which will be’
Dec. 14.

******* *********
ON FILM
DEVELQPING
KODACHROME
FILM
PROCESSING

KODACOLOR
FILM
DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

25 MA.1 20

City
State

71p

-KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINDS, SOX SO, SYRACUSE, M. Y.

snot

Fare: $225 one way
For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Halloway Avenue
Sen Francisco, California 94132

Aehru Suits.
kulers. Shirts
Double Breasted
English Cut Suits
Dress Shirts
Accessories.
Belts. Ties,

Turtle Necks.
Dress and Sport
Bell Bottom anti
Store Pipe Slacks
Exciting Sweaters
Jewelry.
Scarfs

53/4 Discount on Ski Sweaters
with Student Body Card
1742 El Camino Real at El Monte
Mtn. View
Open ’tit 9 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
967-3037

titiktiS
OS*

EUROPE
Summer ’69
ALL PURE JET ON
CERTIFIED CARRIERS

11 dates to pick from! Write or
call immediately for information
and applications. Reserve early!
EXAMPLES

Oakland or Los Angeles
to London or Amsterdam
ROUND TRIP from
New York to London
T-M TRAVEL

’289

ROUND TRIP $189

Oakland to Amsterdam
ONE WAY

$189

60 No. First St.
San Jose, Cala.
PHONE!

(408) 293-1033
After 7. (408) 251-4126

r

IMLY

;

WHAT DO MUSHROOMS,
PEPPERONI, SALAMI, AND
LINGUISA ALL HAVE
IN COMMON?
They all go into the making of the "Spartan Special."

Yes, the "Spartan Special" Pizza has tiny, sliced, button mushrooms. the fittest Italian Pepperoni and Salami. and authentic Portuguese Linguisa sausage. all
bined with our pizza sauce that’s seasoned just
right and all topped with the choicest. mellow. grated
cheeses. Next it’s baked in our hot brick melts. and
served to you piping hot. It’s only one of our ten varieties: try them all!

expastpt

A441 Yon Mov.es
8 Movins

tot/
Inds/ding lostorruht
12 exposure

ONLY $2 9R
.

Address_

A limited number of spaces
are available for faculty, staff
and students of The California
State Colleges

featuring

four years of coaching. The award,
’ along with a standing ovation,
:came from the more than 500
’sports fan.s at Rickey’s IIyatt
II. arse,
The crowd had gathered for the
Northern California Football
Writers Association awards program.
I Stanford coach John Ralston
made the presentation to Anders(m. "Among all the coaches I
lenow. I hold none higher in
PS teem
than Harry Anderson,"
Ralston said. "I am sorry to see
Harry leave the coaching fraternity."
Ralston continued by relating
the troubles Anderson had with
injuries and the lx)yeott. He concluded by stating that "there is
none finer in the coaching business than Hairy Anderson. We
need more people like him."
Anderson also saw three of his
layers honored by the football
%%Titers.
Defensive halfback Danny Andorson, end Dwight Tucker and
iinebarker Met) Watts were honeyed fey their play (luring the sea,int which just ended. All three are
seniors and ended Hull. caleera at

I- ea

Name

London to San Francisco
July 31, August 5 and 12
San Francisco to Paris
August 27, September 8
San Francisco to Stockholm
August 31

1969 Volkswagen

REGISTERED
dal<

Minimum
Monthly

Ore Way

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS

UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING

Football Writers Laud
Spartans’ Anderson
It’s too bad Ilarry Anderson is
receiving all the benefits of four
years of work when it’s all over.
But maybe this Ls the best way.
At least Anderson won’t have
thoughts of another nightmarish
schedule to spoil his enjoyment
over his last two achievements.
First came the sweet win over
13righam Young University.
Tuesday Anderson reechoed an -

EUROPE

Balattit’s

4

THE EYES HAVE IT As SJS eager Steve Mortara flips in a
right-handed hook for two points against Fresno Stale Monday
night. Lending support are Spartans Coby Dietrick and Pat
Hamm. Bulldog Bill Winston seems to be getting ready for a rebound. Too bad Bill, +he ball wen+ in even if SJS lost the game
72-69.

lothru surprise, a plaque for his

vacation.

DIAMOND

Groves pulled SJS into a tic at
, 61 all.
But Presley added two more
baskets, he finished with 34 points,
and Bear forward Paul Loveday
canned three straight from the
top of the key to give Cal a slim
88-84 lead.
Disaster then struck 118 Hillman fouled out with 7:09 remainng and was soon followed by Coby
Dietrick, who took scoring honors
for SJC with 21 points.

si 49

College Pharmacy 518 So.1(1111

cpaigtait
ibuJe
150 F.. San Carlos

(corner of /ttli St.)
292-28/10

s December 6. 1968

svARTAN DA1LY-7 ,1

pot

Squaw Reports Good Skiing
idti condd ions continue to be
good this wtek at Squaw Valley
with a reported 20 inches of snow
on top and seven inches on the
valley floor.
The temperature is 25 to 30 degrees anti sunny.
Lifts will IA. operating all week

I with a special $7.50 daily rate until the new tramway opens in
mid -December.
Mt. Reba ski area at Bear Valley, first of the Sierra ski resorts
to open its slopes to skiers, opened
its season formally Sunday.
In observance of the official
opening of the 1969 season, Mt.
Reba launched a new Koala
double-chair lift. The Koala joins
five other lifts, three of them
double-type, to give Mt. Reba a
total skier capacity of 5,000 per
hour.
-

JET CHARTERS

WAR
0-04-00Pg!

summer Ilephi, 01 4 lo 12 .ert.

fro,. I

lu I otsdots

lit.rels

Att.letduto

S275-$295. Ion* way 8175)

%%rile lot 1.rochure to Prof. Entol Pool
kornerIt
AS, Von,: Bruck ol4t1/3

Tel. 213/138.2179

On the ski slopes she took an unnecessary
tutnblib. She neglected getting into
shape Nv ith (me (of our personalized
programs. Don’t let this happen
to you. Be ready for the fun!

cheb
By
MIKE ELVITSKY

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
413 E. Santa Clara

295-9910

1

Dear Steae Berta. Lee DeShong.
Dietrick. Dick Grmes.
Chris Guenther. Pat Hamm, Darnell Hillman,
Dolman. C. J.
Howard, Dine
Stei,e McKeail. Stee Mortara. Huai Nyquist, Tim Robinson, Bob Scott. Hon Tribble, Bernie easey. and
Ray Woodfin.
"old it be too prestimpt ttttt of me to ask for
tun Christina,: presents from
First I uould like to see Itt lit’at 1111. kVA Cali of Santa Clara,
both t’ .s. this season.
Second, throu in DOI’ for good luck.
0.k. so you lost your first tuo games of the season, big deal.
The next 22 games will make the season not Fresno and Cal.
1 guess 1 dislike Santa Clara so much after uatching them
dititkle at your efforts to uin the first Broneo-SJS game last
year. Remember Autre went
and S.C. won going away,
82:64?
"OM
The Broncos this year are tough don’t kid yourselves. Ogden
Co. come to play a rough game, hut their speed has two gears
slow and slow.
I knou the Bronco game is still weeks away and you will face
some bullies before the Civic Auditorium ’classic’ but, guys, a
win would he oh so swtet -- words can’t describe the feeling.
NN hen /Ill torne right down to it. I guess sportsuriters are
basically frustrated jocks. Last night l dreamt Buil Ogden went
tip for his shot, but Elvitsky blocked it, grabbed the loose hall,
18 feet
dribbled betueen two defenders and tanked it in f
tA ill the game as the buzzer sounded.
I No Christmas present for Garibaldi this year!

Cal Drops
Frosh Five

BOB MANN’S

Wrestling Mis1ake

Although the SJS frosh eagers
everted their record last night in
a tough 90-74 loss to the University of California freshman team
at Berkeley, the Spartababes received a big lift for the season
through the. return of the black
athletes to the squad.
Cal’s Phil Chenier proved to be
too much for the Spartababes
when he tallied 42 points to break
the Cub’s scoring record by one,
1which was formerly held by the
current Cal var sit y sensation
Jackie Ridgle.
Chenier, a former Berkeley High
School prep All-American, scored
25 first half points to lead the
Cubs to kt 49-33 halftime lead
which had been as high as 30
midway in the first half.
Cal played much of the game
with its prep All-American, Ansley Truitt, in foul trouble. The
6-9 center finally tallied 13 points
before fouling out.
Leading the SJS’s scoring attack
vivre Dan Walker with 19 points
and Dave Dockery with 16 points.
One of the biggest sore spots in
the Spartababe’s attack was their
poor performance from the free
throw line where they were able
to hit 12 for 26 while Cal hit 26
for 34.

Over 18
Blood Donors
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.
Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Bassett St ,
San Jose 294-6535.

\ I) k

Yr-iterdio’ Spartan Daily incor,ectly stated that the Nevada vs.
i4.1.S wrestling match was scheddled for l’hursclay. The match is
scheduled for 40) p.m. today. Saturday at 1:00 the Sun Jose Invitaamid will be held in Spartan

This Sunday!
1:hapel of

INDOOR
RACESNite
Antos -Motor
cveli,, --Sat. Nite

300 S. I0th St.

9:30 a.m. UNITED SHIN It:E for:
Methodist. Presbyterian. Disciples of Christ

SAVE 50c
6111 1111-

I I :00 a.m.

on

6:00 p.m. El’itil:01’ U. (Eucharist)

adult admission
only 1 discount per
admission

The Chapel

County Fairgrounds
Exposition Bldg.
.744 Tully Rd. 295-3050

,. ,. , ..
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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We allow anybody to eat our delicious
tacos and tostadas. Even though the food
is of Mexican-American heritage.

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St James

To-ski-or-not-to -ski-weekends.
You don’t have to know a schuss from a slalom to love a ski weekend. There are
plenty of other fun things to do like tramping around the mountains...racing
toboggans...riding. the lifts...and ganging up for snowball fights.
you’ve been knocking ’em dead on the slopes all day
And whether
the apres ski stuff...hot buttered things, log fires,
or not, there’s alvvay-s
who like the things you do.
parties...and people
50/50 Club member, you fly half-fare in the
If you’re a TWA
other very reduced rates. You can save plenty in
arrange
also
We
U.S.
See below.
places like Aspen and Vail.
you to the best skiing in both the U.S. and
Only TWA can take
.agent, your TWA Campus Rep, or TWA.
Europe. Call your travel

upup and away

You’ll like its Scottish character, its
heathery good looks. "Shaggies"
coordinate with the newest sweater
fashions-85% Orlon acrylic/
15% Nylon assure long wear.
Hi -Gard Heels and Toes (extra
Nylon reinforcement for longer
wear.) Machine washable/
dryable. One size stretches
to fit 10 to 13. In Heather
colors and solids too.
Extra-long anklets $1.50.

HASTINGS
POST HORN SHOP
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

AspenAspen HlehlandsLiftsIselin Ski SchoolLessonsBrown Ice halareskating and Ho, key
The Red OnionMealsThe Mountain ShopSki Rental
Vail Vail AssociatesLifts and LessonsGorsuch Ltd.Ski RentalRed LionMeals
Coupon booklets available at the TWA counter. Denver airport. upon presentation of TWA 50;50 Club Card.

King Fund Booth
On Seventh St.

Spartaguide
TODAY
Alpha Phl Omega, 7 and 10 p.m.,
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Movie,
"Oh Dad, Poor Dad." Price: 45
cents.
Club Dispardeo, 3:30-4:30 p.m.,
Faculty Cafeteria. Regular coffee
hour.
Delta Phi Upsilon, Flea Market
Sale, Sunday. Dec. 8. tiring all
sale items to 542 N. Fifth St. or
ED222 by today. Sale is un

Open Diarum/on at Nesanuast 2 p.m. Orientation Leader sign-Upa
Center, 79 S. Fifth St. 12:15 p.m on Seventh Street.
American Society of Civil EnBring a bag lunch and questions
gineers, 12:15 p.m., E131. Perry
for discussion.
Philosophy Club, 7:30 p.m., .3.31 Wood, from the U.S. Geographical
Itiechlieu Ct., Los Altos. A paper Survey, vvill speak on Santa Clara
Computer Model.
will Ire mad on "Language and County Anal
Everyone invited. Refreslunents
Ethics." FNeryone invited.
Japtunetie and American Students and slides.
The Muslim Students’ AssociaOrganization. 11:30 a.m., Cafeteria.
Final meeting for Tokyo Night tion., 12:30 p.m., LN201. Friday
prayer meeting.
Festival.
Inter-Varsity Christian FellowOrientation C’ommittee. 10 a.m.ship, 7:30 p.m., NENV WineskinGrace Baptist Church, 10th and
Guest
Streets.
Fernando
San
speaker. Topic: "Christ in a Cybernetic Society."
Alpha Kappa Delta Sociology
Honorary Society, 5 p.m., 231;
Starbright Dr., San Jose. "Le,
Rites de Pa.ssage," potlatch and
happening initiation of new members and potluck supper.
TOMORROW
Chi Pi Sigma, dinner dance social hour: 7:30 p.m., Dinner: 8
p.m., Dance: 9 p.m., Spartan Room,
Sainte Claire Hotel. Steak dinner.
Music prcnided by Ernie Kondessence.
Conumusleation-ln-Residence, 8
a.m., Bridge ’Mountain. Meet between Men’s and Women’s Gym
at 8 a.m. for rides.
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Persons interested in helping
this fund are urged to sign up as
volunteers to man the booth. Signups can he made in Barracks Nine
or by calling Ext. 2897.
The booth will be open every
day from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m, to
accept donations. Educational Oppcirtunity Program and other relevant materials will also be handed out.

What
can you
depend
on?
How often have you heard
someone say, "There’s nothing
you can really depend on
these days"?
So often life itself seems
unreliable.
But there is something you
can depend on.
There is a God you can trust.
Christian Scientists the world
over are finding this out.
They’re proving for themselves that God is "an ever
present help in time of
trouble."
If you would like to learn
about a God you can depend
on, hear this lecture by
Glenn L. Morning, C.S.B.
Bring family and friends ...
the lecture is free.

ChriS11811 science lecture
John Muir Junior High School
1260 Branham Lane, Son Jose
Sponsor: Second Church of
Christ. Scientist

Friday, December 6. 19F

Job Interviews
January graduate« may sign
up for appointments In the
Placement Center, 122 S. Ninth
St., Building- AA. SIgnusks begin
each Tuesday hefore and up to
the day ttf the inters iesv.

Diamond Shamrock Corp. MaLink Group, General Precisli,
jors: BS MS Chem. F:.
Majors: BS/Acetg.; BS/MS I I
ME.
MONDAY (Dec. 9)
Roy Scout« of America. Majors:
Bus., Liberal Arts.
U.S. General Accounting Office.
Majors. BS MS Bus., Lib. Arts,
Engr., Math, Econ.
Philco-Ford, VWDL Division. Majors: BS NIS EE, ME, Math; MBA.
Intental Revenue Service. Majors: Any.

FRIDAY (Dee. (I)
The Upjohn Co. Majors: Any
with some background in Filo. Sci.
The Emporhun. Majors: Liberal
Arts.
United Alr Lines. Majors: BS/
Aero. ’Moult.; BS ’MS ME, EE,
BS/Bus., Acetg.; MBA.

SI ARIAN

Hamm’s

Raskin’, & Sells. Majors: BS \I
Accig.
TUESDAY (Dec 10)
United California Bunk. Maim Any.
General Services Adirdnistri
tion. Majors: BS’MS Acctg., 1311.
with 30 semester hours in Acetg.
United Air Lines. Majors: Am

Titi-C

M/11. DECEMBER 0111
9:15 A.M.
MORNING SEMINAR
-When is A Choreh Not A Church?"

NON -RETURNABLE
BOTTLES

3:45 P.M. -- EVENING FORUM
Hes.. Mvrwood Guy, Missionary to Nigeria
1114111 AT TIMID AND S.AN ANTONIO STREETS,
SPARTAN TRI-C BLDG.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ili

Sunday, Dec. 8th, 3:00 P.M.

1562
1,1ERIDI \\
N F.

A booth for the Martin Luther
King Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Fund %ill be set up on Seventh
Street, according to John Merz,
scholarship fund spokesman.

fi-SPARTAN DAILY

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
,ear for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
AN Earthquake is coming
An EARTHQUAKE Is Coming
AN EARTHQUAKE IS COMING
TO THE PERSON WHO STOLE my
wallet! Please return it, keep the cash.
I have many valuables inside. 259.6314.
$6
SKI BIAR VALLEY. $4 weekdays
weekends. Refreshing. beautiful, exce’s’,,os 1-, III skiers.
LAMBERT DOLPHIN, Stanford Physi+
s work in the field
,:s. sod Space Physics will
A & B at 1:30 Fri. to meet
- showing in Morns
NS of the Soul"
.-.
.
iii

HISTORY TERM PAPER NEEDED on
anything up to 1500 A.D. At least 8
typed peges. Will pay. 287-0692 after
5 p.m.
STUDENTS
We have part-time openings in our new
San Jose office. No experience nem.
sary. Flexible hours. For interview call
287-1728.
GIRL: COOK/Teachers Aida. X.mas
vacation only. Nursery School. SJ. Call
225-4820.

FURNISHED 3 morn apt. for married
couple. Welkino ....-arce to college &
bus line. Inquire ar 406 S. I Ith.
TIRED OF SMOG? Move to Scotts
Valley. Have 2 bdrm house, secluded &
cool, $100/month, no lease. Will trade
for SJS area house or apt. for 3. Call
438-1721 after 6 p.m. Now.
COTTAGE - 2 bdrrn. partly furn. Girls
only. $115/month. Call 292-9400 or
243-7048.
ROOMS FOR RENT. $45 per month.
397 S. 1 Ith. Call 294-6294.

HOUSING IS)

I GIRL NEEDED to share with 3. Lg. 2
bdrm apt. Modern. 643 S. 8th. $55.
287.6028 or 294.4749. Immediately!
INTERRACIAL COUPLES seeking housing around SJS campus. Call 286-2229.
TO SHARE Nlce 2 bdrrn apt. Male,
straight. $75/month. Call 294-2641 after
7.

MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen &
maid service, On campus 237 E. San
Fernando off 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk.
293.6345.
STUDENT TO SHARE I bdrm. apt. 502
S. 4th. *6. Phone 297-6249.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 470 S.
1 Ith. Apt #6, $54/mo. Call Colette
AUTOMOTINE !2)
298-1414, ext. 47 or 287-7283.
2 FEMALE UPPER DIV. or grad to
1960 FORD. Needs onoine wort. $50 share 2 bdrm. apt. 1/2 block from cam259.9519.
pus. $43/month. Call 294.2689 bet. 4.
FOR SALE: 1959 CHRYSLER. Will take
best offer. Phone after 5. 241-6286.
T5143E PBA’S’EMENT needs female roomie.
350cc, 40.5 HP, 2 bdrm. apt. $65,,mo. SIB S. 9th St.
’67 KAWASAKI A7
5000 rni., met. biue, very good cond. Dana/286.4217.
$550 or offer. Call 967-6239.
EXTRA NICE ROOMS for rent. Private
VOLVO ’62 544. $575. Excel. run. ond. house - very nice. Kitchen privileges.
wkend
or
377.0456. Privacy assured. $40.$45. 259.9519.
257-2930
Call eve or
’62 CHEVY IMPALA w/65 Corvette I OR 2 GIRLS to share modern, com
327 eogine. 400 HP, 4 sp. Stereo Tape, fortable apt. with 2 others. Reasonable
Chrome wills + more. Offer 797.8548. rates. 3 blocks from campus. Immedi.
1957 MGA. Red, radIo,heater. Good ate occurancv. Call 298-0760.
condition. $550. Call 241-6700 after ROOMMATE WANTED. Upper div or
5 r
grad preferred. Quiet residence near
’66 FIAT 1500 Roadster. 5 sp. Redial school. May be only until end of semesCa I Ron, 258 0008. ter. $50/month. 297-1390 & 295.0784.

t

NI/

FOUND

(6)

FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICE!
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 typ
styles 948.1781.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Eimer
anted & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanien. 2911-410.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORAR
rings for getting engaged, maniac
sharing water. George Lorimar*. 01
Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAI
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Acrot
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTEC
Have work for part.time janitor. Hai
cuts $1.RO, All work done exclusivel
by students. Visit the new SAN JOS
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, offer
tive service, the ultra -modern Barbe
College. The latest techniques. To reac
the College. go west on Santa Clara.
TYPING - THESIS. term papers, ett
experienced & test. Phone 269-8674.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fes
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Bente
Phone 244-6581.

FOUND - Black & White male kitten
near Parking Garage. Please contact at PARKING FOR SMALL CARS. Phon
356.4205.
797-5042.
DAILY CHILD CARE my home by stk
denes wife. 1-2 child pref. 4 mos-3 y
PERSOINALS1.171
Excel. care. Rens. 297-0515.
GRESS MAKING and restyling. als
BECOMING ENGAGED? But unsure Chinese Cheung Sam. Student rate,
ebout the diamonds? Learn about it Call Mrs. Doris Lau 287-3048.
design
before any purchase. If you like,
your own ring. Quality diamonds at
low prices. Contact Jim Self at 2860964. Call between 5 and 7 p.m.
WHAT IS GOD’S PLAN FOR YOU?
Dial Peace of mind, 294-3333, Day or
night. Questions invited.
WANT TO BUY: Military Camouflage
Jacket. Regulation. Call 287-7966 eve.

YAMAHA ’65 250 cc. 87.1 Bear Scramb- NEWLY PAINTED UNFURN, 2 bdrrn.
In.,/ 293.9043. apt. Hardwood floors, modern stove &
refrig, new drapes. 5 min from SJSC
$100. 293-5995.
FOR SALE (3)

SERVICES

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
NEWLY PAINTED UNFURN 2 bdrrn. tric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations
BRAND NEW TOOLS FOR Christmas. sp+. New W/W carpeting, new drapes, Marianne Temberq. 1924 Harris Ave
Wood Lene - $15: Rai,’ DrIll Press extra storage, laundry facilities. 5 min. Call 371-0395. San Jose.
- $37.50: Jointer - $29: Table Sew frorn SJSC. Call 293-5995.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
8" - $24 . . . Mannirg Bowman Elec- NEEDED: I or 2 female roommates to ESCHES. Free delivery, free service
tric Hand Tools: 1/4" Drill - $9.95: share 2 bdrrn apt. Phone 2944308 or No contract. Call 251.2598.
3/8" Drill. 2.speed - $14; Sabre Saw 377.3648 after 5 PT..
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 243- $14; Power Saw 7" - $27.50. 60
6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
E. San Fernando. Phone 292.0409. I WANT TO SHARE house with another
girl & child. Rent $75 + 1/2 utrlitins. F.XPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term
block from C5r1IPUS.
papers. etc. Call 258-4335.
Call 287-7732 after 5 p.m.
SCOTT STEREO Component parts, Garrard turntable, AM/FM radio, speakers.
Call 253.2805 after 3 p.m.
SILVERTONE RADIO-TV. phono combo
for sale: $50. Call Helge at 264-4686.
A,’n,,,,rs and evenings.
MGB
MGA
lino parts and trans.
’ Annis 257.5280.
FOR SALE. TV Set. Reasonable. Call
293

To Place
an ad:

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

"My best shirts get
iipped to shreds
when I wear your
after shave

TWO RIGHTEOUS Surfboards: Dick
Keating Model by O’Neil - 9’6". Maya
design. Pinteil by Dick B1,1~
9’2’’.
Will trade fo gd. spenkers/car/or cash.

yglow Nunole Home Is torepesnirIly out of 1411i

MWF
9:30-1 1:30
handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
Send in

’66 VW, Excellent. Sewing machine.
Sweeper, Hair dryer, 17 Kirk Ave. 2513847
STEREO FOR SALL Two weeks old.
ExelIent for Christmes present. Only
$50. Call 287.5494 or 287,4022.
HEE

NTED

141

COED TO COOK 5 nights/wk. for 2
male students in exch. for free meals.
Clean apt. once/wk. Will pay. Cell
286.3026 1-3 or aft. 8 p.m.

AAAKE ove oF youg_
You Luce
11:461-RLICTOR6 VERS VERY HAPPY THIS MORNIN&"

111-low wow.

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters end spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

One day

3 lines
4-lines
5 lines
6 lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

.54/

.50

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line
IVO

10:30-12:30

FENDER STRATOCASTER, case. 1/2
price orange. Call Terry at 293-9320,
after 5 p.m.

Send for your
proct,colly rip-proel
Hs. Korot
loung.ng Jocks&

Ao/T

Tues.-Thurs.

LET IT BE KNOWN YOUR ARE FOR
PEACE. Starer, on PEACE with a PEACE
symeoL RUBBER STAMP. Good for
use on books. stationery & skin. Repro.
duces well, half dollar sire. $2.25 rost
paid.
WEAR A PEACE SYMBOL SWEAT
SHIRT in Week netvy, gray, It. blue,
S.M.L. $4.40 post paid. Both from E & E
369 Crescent Ave., Beffalo. N.Y. 14214.

Wr: keep ,,,nroing you to be careful how you use
Hai Karate ’ After Shave and Cologne. We even put
instructions on self-defense in every package. But
your best shirts can still get torn to pieces. That’s
why you’ll want to wear our nearly indestructible
Hill Karate L ounging Jacket when you wear
Ha. Karate Regular or Oriental Lime.
Just tell us your size (s,m,l) and send
one empty Hai Karate carton, with
$4 (check or money order), for each
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket to:
Hai Karate, P.O. Box 41A, Mt. Vernon,
N.Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, yo.J can
be a little less careful how you se it.

Karate, keep seltIng.

Two days

Three days

2.25
2.7S3.253.75
.50

Four days

Five days

2.50
2.40
2.90- 3.003.40 -T3-04.00
3.90
.50

.50

Announcements (1)
D Automotive (2)

n

For Sslo (1)

Print Name
Address

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
n

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

12 Personals (7)
1:3 Help Wanted (4)
servIces (8)
1:1 Housing (5)
FrO snd Found (6) Ej Transportation (9)

For
Enclosed is $

Phone
City
SEND CHECK, moNer ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN RISE, CALIF.
Please allow 2 days env placing for ad to appear

DM

it
S1

